
Goddard’s Challenges & Goals

PHHS Seamless Implementation Process

Outcome: Robot Delivers Food 
& Supplies to Classrooms and 
Improves Operations

PHHS CASE STUDY

A forward-thinking Goddard School 
in Darien, Illinois turned to Prospera 
Health & Hospitality’s Services (PHHS) 
robotic technology to support their 
staff, improve efficiency, and explore 
leading-edge technology in education. 

+ More efficient processes free up time for 
staff members to focus on valuable tasks 

+ Reduced operational costs 
through automation 

+ Employees experience reliability and 
consistency as the robot operates 
on a consistent time schedule

+ Students, parents and teachers 
remain impressed by the school’s 
innovative approach

“Robots can’t replace a person, 

but they can do things like clean 

a floor or deliver meals, which 

allows teachers to focus on more 

valuable tasks. That is very useful!”

- Michael Petrucelli, Franchise Owner

PHHS followed our standard implementation 
process for introducing robots to schools:

The Goddard School looked to Prospera Health & 
Hospitality to help with some challenges and goals:

Support an over-tasked staff
The school had one kitchen 
employee to deliver food 
to each classroom. 

Find operational efficiencies
The school’s directors 
were taking time away 
from their duties to help 
the kitchen employee.

Be a tech-forward school 
They wanted to grow their reputation by “wowing” kids, 
parents, and teachers with advanced technology.

Step 1: Consultation
Assess challenges and 
goals to identify the perfect 
robot for the school

Step 2: Implementation
Deliver and provide on-site 
support for one week

Step 3: Assessment
Program and adjust routes 
according to the school’s 
layout and needs

Step 4: Ongoing Support
Provide continued support to 
ensure a seamless integration

a new  
approach 
to school 
lunch



Prospera Health & Hospitality 
Services: A Trusted Partner for 
Educational Institutions 

Affordable Custom Robotic Solutions 
to Improve Health, Satisfaction,
and Operations

Let’s start a conversation today 

focused on your goals and 

discover how Prospera Health & 

Hospitality Services can help your 

school or business flourish. 

Call 412.921.6200 or visit 
prosperahealth.com.

Schools and educational facilities have significant needs 

when it comes to logistics and operations. Essential 

responsibilities such as maintaining frequent and thorough 

cleanings and running food and supplies to classrooms 

are imperative to minimize the spread of infectious 

disease and ensure all processes run smoothly.

However, these groups often don’t have the staffing capacity 

to meet the high demand. PHHS provides robotic solutions 

and cleaning products that can help ease the strain on 

staff while maintaining cleanliness and efficiency. The 

result is a happier, healthier environment for everyone.

PHHS is a sister company to Prospera Hospitality with over 

20 years of experience. Our commitment to excellence 

is reflected in the rigorous research and evaluation 

process we undertake before offering a product.

PHHS has the experience and expertise 

to support educational institutions 

with solutions that include:

+ Robotics to ease the burden of over-
stretched custodial and operations staff

+ Automated technology for cleaning and 
disinfecting surfaces like bathrooms, 
cafeterias, and classroom floors

+ Food and supply delivery robots 
to streamline operations

+ Best practice recommendations 
and training on cleanliness, 
sanitation, food safety and more


